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REPORT No. 212

STABILITY EQUATIONS FOR AIRSHIP HULLS

By A. F. Z=

SUMMARY

In the text are derived simple formuke (9), (H), for determining, directly from the data
of wind tunnel tests of a model of an airship hull, what shall be the approximate character of
oscillation, in pitch or yaw, of the full-scale ship when slightly disturbed from eteady forward
motion.

OBJECT

It is desired to writs the equationa of motion for a tied but carks airship, slightly
disturbed from swift head-on steady trandationj and thence to deduce criteria for stability
in pitch and yaw. These oriteria maybe expressed fit in terms of W-scale coefficients; then
in terms of model coticiente applied to ful.1-sede craft. Incidentally some other features of
the motion will be notioed.

The prasent treatment, slightly modit3ed, was prepared for the Bureau of Aeronautics,
June 30, i922, and by it was submitted for publication to the
for Aeronautics.

INTTIAL CONDITIONS

To simpIify the treatment, assume the hull symmetrical
about its long axis; the centers of mass and volume prac-
tically coincident; the weight annulled by the buoyancy; the
controk neutral; the motion head-on through still air. The
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second assumption evades the gravity moment, which for a \ f / x

hulI at high ~peed usually is s=all compared with the tail
moment, and is balanced with the stabilizer.

Starting from the centroid, Figure 1, the =es are z run- ~
ning aft, y sport, z upward. In general, the increments of rm.I.—Reference am h drshfpbun

velocity along and about these axes are, r~peotively, u, v, w, jgj q, ~; the inoremente of the air
force and moment are X, Y, Z, L, M, N.~ Ihitially all the components of ve~ocity and vzrench
are zero, except the forward speed 27and the resistance Xo, which latter has a negligible, if
any, tiect on the movement other than straightforward.

MOTION IN SIM.PLE PITCH

If now the ship with steady speed Uis given a slight pitch 6, the entire system of external
forces other than X. is equivalent to the normal air force Z at the centroid, and the pitching
moment X about it. Hence, by d’AIembert’s principle, the conditions for Enetic equilibrium
are

Z=mtil=m(ti-ma).-----.------------.--.-------(l)
M=B4--. --_--__--_-_-______---------.-.---------(2)

I Unk othemfsa stati all components are referred tJIz, S,G &ad h the hull and movfuwith It.
:If CIs not smell, Ufn them e@atioIM should be rephwd by A- Ucoe & The differencefsfmmaterfd ford<~.
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where m is the effective mass of the ship; B its moment of inertia about~; while the space
acceleration of the centroid is WI if referred to the z axis as instantaneously tied in space
direction, but w– Ug if referred to z moving with the ship? If m’ is the actual mass of the
ship, the effective mass m, that is, the ahip’s actual mass plus ite virtual mass due to accel-
erating’ the fluid, can be taken as about 1.5 m’ for transverse accelerated motion whether
normal or lateral..

Since both static and damping forces, due to @ and q, are present, it is advantageous to
place in evidencetia.componente of Z and M. The part of Z due to dis 620, where ZSdenoka
aziae;the part due to g is qZq. They are the usual lift and the damping force; and compose
practically the whole of Z. Similarly the static and dfimping parts of M are 8M0, qMQ. Sub-
stituting these four components in (1), (2), I&a

ezo+qzq=m(ti-gu) .--..------.------.--...--....(3)
eMo+qMq=By -----------------------------------(4)

CONDITIONS FOR STABILITY IN PITCH

The angular velocity is constant for ~= O, and declines on addition of some restoring moment,
due, for example, to the lowering of the centroid. Making ~= o reduces (4) to

oHd+qHq=o---_-..._---...--.--------..----(5) -- .-
Alm for such speeds that”-ti& m-all compared with g U, one can write (3) more simply

6Z@+q(Zq+m D=0------------------- ----–---.(6)
These two equations are simultzxneous,and taken together represent approximately the con-
ditions essentialfor dynamically stable motion, i. e., for unamplifying pitch, expressed in familiar
aerodynamic quantities.

By (5) the damping moment qlf~ rotationally balances the disturbing moment 6Jf6; by (6)
the disturbing force 6Z~,the damping force qZq, and the inertia force qnzU, are in translational
balance.

CRITERION OF PITCH STABILITY

In (5) and (6) the variables Oand q are the angular displacement and velocity of the small
stable oscillation; the other six quantities are specfied constants. Eliminating 0, q, gives the
stability condition, viz, the relation between these c.onstantewhich is necessary to satisfy (5),
(6), for all small values of 0 and q

*m=l-- .---.--._--------------.---(7)

This criterion can also be written in tin-s of model datu. Ifs is the scale ratio, u the model
speed, and if primes mark the model symbols, the values in (7) are related to the model values
thus:

1zJ M*=+2’./ w~-------- -------- -------- -------- (8)
~q/ 0=8’ P/lJ

where p is the coe%icient of damping moment in pitch for the model with head-on speed w
One may write Z,+ m U=nm U, where n is to be found experimentally, since Z, a U. Putting
these new values in (7), the working criterion for pitch becomes

n!
p *=1--------- .----_-----_-----.---...(9)a—
U Me

where a=&. The stability criterion (9) is now in a form convenient to use with familiar wind

tumel data.
●

Books on msmhanim psom th-ti- Z7f. Ses Wllsoa’s Aeronautics ~4s.
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CRITERION OF YAW STABILITY

By a very similar process the yaw velocity proves to be constant when
~Nt+rNr=O.- .-._ ---------------_ --_- _-.- _-(lO)

● #Y~+r(Yf–mU) DO---__--------- _----_--------(n)
and decreases when the damping exceeds the disturbing moment; that iswhen

*> ’----------------------’------(12) “
Hence

2Y’*>1 - - ----- _------. -_------------ (l3)
%T+ ----

is the working criterion for yaw stability, and is the analogue of (9). Here a = ~,~ where n’ = (Y,

– m U)/m U, as previouly explained for pitch; and the primes indicate model symbols.
By (10) the damping moment rN, rotationally balances the disturbing moment ~N~; by

(11) the disturbing forqe ~ YP, the damping force rYn and the inertia force –rm U, are in trans- .
lational balance.

If the yawing velocity is accelerated, and Cris the opposing moment due to angular inertia,
(10) becomes

+lvfi+rNr= cr--------__- _-----: --__. _-_- _-----(l4)
which is the analogue of (4), and is simultaneous with (11).

ALTERNATIVE DERIVATIONS

The foregoing treatment fixes the attention upon the chief forces and moments governing
the “ship’s motion under the simple cmditions therein sssmed. Crocco in 1907, and various
British writers some years later, investigated the motion of full-rigged airships with their cen-
troids su.tlicientlybelow their buoyancy centers, and obtained approximate criteria which are
reducible to forms (9), (13). It is therefore unnecessary to discuss here the practical applica-
bility of the criteria, since that has been done in the writings just cited. Reference maybe made
to R. & M. Nos. 257 and 361 of the National Physical Laboratory of England.

In passing one may obserre that British wz&rs give asstability criteria in pitch and yaw
3.$.zw/Mm(z*+ u) = l ---------- -------------------- (7,)
Y#A;/N#(Yr- u) >1 ---------------------------- (12,)

in which the symboIs are for the ship. On substituting for these symbols their values (in the
forms given by those writers) in terms of the modeI symbols, one readdy obtains (9) and (13).

MOMENT ARMS IN YAW

In (12) one may write N#/YX = z,, which is the arm of the disturbing force, or its distance
from the centroid. Hence the other factor must be a length, say IV#(Yr-m U) = r,, where Z, is
the distance from the centroid to the resultant of rYr and –mr 77. By (12) therefore

r2/zl= l --------------------- --__ -------- .__- (l5)
for steady yawing motion. This relation is obvious without the aid of algebra; for (15) merely
implies that the lateral disturbing force #Y$ is equal and opposite to the resultant r @,–m U) of
the reacting forces which kinetically balance it.

In like manner N’J Y’r is the arm of the disturbing force on the model; hence the other
factor aP/u in (13) must be the arm of the reacting forces. By dynamical similarity the arms
of the forces on the ship are .stimes as long as those of the model; but equal them when aII are
expressed as percentages of the length of the major axis of the respective hulls. The stability
criterion in either mse is the ratio of the reacting to the disturbing arm.
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